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1. Introduction 

Under the aspect of conducting cytogenetic examina

tions of the population exposed to additional irradiation 

due to the Chernobyl disaster we have studied the frequen

cy of chromosome aberrations in blood lymphocytes of chil

dren from some districts of Gomel region of Belarus Repub

lic with a different radioecological situation. 

2. Material and methods 

There have been examined children living in city 

Vetka and in Vetka district (1st group - 11 children, age -

8.2 + 3.1 years), in the settlements Strelichevo (2nd 

group - 6 children, age 10.8 + 3«7 years) and in Sudkovo 

(3rd group - 38 children, age 12.7 ± 5»4 years) of Khoini-

ki district in Gomel region. Badiocontamination density in 

the territory of these settlements made up 20.0 - 40.0; 

17*0; 6.0 - 9.0 Ci/km2 for caesium-137; 1.0 - 1.7; 2.1; 

0.4 - 1.5 Ci/km for strontiua-90; gamma-background being 



0.130-0.15; 0.106-0.209; 0.90-0.250 mH/h. Comparison of 

the data obtained (controlj was performed by the results 

of cytogenetic examination of children from the city Bere-

zino of Minsk region (13 children, age - 6.2 + 2.$ years,). 

Blood cells were cultivated by the standard semi-

mi cromethod for 50 hours. !Ph© chromosome analysis "was car-

ried out without karyotyping on coded specimens. From 100 

to 350 cells were taken from every individual for examina

tion. All types of chromosome damages were taken into con

sideration with the exception of deficiencies. In all 62 

persons have been examined and 13997 metaphases have been 

analysed. Radiation monitoring values obtained by means of 

radiation counter for human did not exceed 0.06 Ci/orga

nism. 

5. Hesuits and discussion 

It was revealed that aberrant cell frequency in 

children of the first group was 1.5 times the control one, 

what was statistically significant (4.0+0.36% and 2.69 • 

0.27%; P 0.05). Statistically significant increase of 

pair fragments, dicentric and ring chromosomes was twice 

as much as the control (1.86>0.34% and 0.95±0.21%; P 

0.05). 

In a group of children from the settlement Streli-
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chevp -che average level of aberrant cells was also 1.2 

times* the control one (3-26 £ 0.4?5 and 2.69 ± 0.27 #; 

P 0.05)- A significant increase of only pair fragments 

•was oh served in blood cells of children from this settle

ment-

In children from Sudkovo aberration 1 requency of 

the chromosome type -was 1.6 times the control values* 

•whaT" was statistically significant (1.5 • 0.1955 and 

0.95 ± 0.21%; P 0.05). Chromatide aberrations had the 

lesser proportion among damaged chromosomes practically 

in all cases and presented acentric fragments. All aber

rant cells contained no more than 1 or 2 aberrations. 

The total frequency of dicentrics and rings in the 

group of children examined was more than 4.0-4.6 times 

the control aberration level of the given type (0.53; 

0.57; 0.42 and 0.09 per 100 cells; P 0.05) and was al

most 5 times their spontaneous frequency that by litera

ture data (Bender et al.» 1958) is taken as 0.13-0.17 per 

100 metaphases in adults. The results of repeated examina

tion of children from the settlements Sudkovo (in 11 months 

have shown that the tendency to reduction (from 2.99 • 

0.74% to 2.28 • 0.68%) of aberrant metaphase frequency, 

mainly due to aberrations of the chromatide type and pair 

fragments, was observed in lymphocytes. The number of di-
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cemnrics remained at the same level. 

Thus, the specific for radiation action cytogenetic 

effect in the children examined increased with the rise 
137 in J Cs area contamination density. 

M- . Conclusion 

S?he initial results obtained by us on cytogenetic 

monitoring of children living in Belarus regions under 

control after the Chernobyl disaster were positively cor

related with occurred ecological situation. The revealed 

cytogenetic effect, indicative of genome stability dis

turbance, should he considered as an indicator of an in

crease in probability of emerging pathology with a gene

tic component in subpopulations examined in comparison 

with the spontaneous level. 
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